Australia’s War in the Pacific
1943
24 March 1943
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24 March - Press
• The Sydney Morning Herald on 24 March
1943 reported General Blamey,
describing the return of the division and
quoting the deeds of the other Middle
East divisions and of the militia in Papua.
He then continued:
• “But I speak for the Army when I say that
if we are to win, the united nation must
stand behind us and give us its full
support. The army is both disappointed
and disgusted that while each of us is
prepared to give everything, even life
itself, for our country's safety, we find far
too many of our people who fail to
realise the serious position which
confronts this nation.”
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24 March - Press
• In the same paper Mr Curtin
expressed himself "profoundly
disappointed at the number of
subscriptions so far lodged for
the Third Liberty Loan", and
• Ministers were reported as being
particularly annoyed at queues
outside Melbourne picture
shows at 9 a.m. They blamed
"luxury spending rather than the
increased taxation announced . .
. for difficulties facing the loan
organisation".

The Prime Minister Mr John Curtin speaking at a
liberty loan rally in Martin Place that was seeking to
raise 35,000,000 pounds. 18 February 1942
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24 March - Government
• A Federal election would have to be held
towards the end of 1943.
• On 24th March the Government
introduced in the Senate a Bill to "ensure
that every member of the Australian forces
. . . will be able to record an effective vote".
• This meant extending the franchise to
some persons under the existing age limit
of 21.
• The Opposition had the numbers in the
Senate. On the following day McLeay
(photo), leader of the opposition in the
Senate, successfully moved the
postponement of the debate for a month
and as Parliament adjourned on 1st April,
the bill languished until 24th June.
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24 March - Sea
• Takaosan Maru, a tanker, was
torpedoed and sunk in the
Laotiehshan Channel by USS
Wahoo with the loss of 36 lives.
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24 March - Wau
• On 24th March Major General
Savige (photo), a former officer of
the 6th Division, now commanding
the 3rd Division, arrived at Port
Moresby to take command in the
Wau area, the only active battle
zone in the South-West Pacific.
• Savige had been a junior infantry
officer on Gallipoli and in France in
1914-18, commander of an
independent force in Kurdistan in
1918, and of an infantry brigade,
the 17th, in the campaigns in North
Africa, Greece and Syria in 194041.
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24 March - Air
• Buka - The aerodrome was bombed 01500345/24 by 2 Catalinas.
• Kahili aerodrome was attacked by 3
Fortresses and 18 torpedo bombers at
2035/24.
• Milne Bay - Two flights of 3 enemy
bombers ineffectually bombed the
aerodrome and Rabi Mission area at
0100-0115/24.
• Mubo - Enemy troop concentrations and
camps in the Mubo area were strafed by
4 Beaufighters 1100/24 followed by
further bombing and strafing by 5
Bostons.
• Kai Islands - Buildings at Langgoer and
villages In the area were successfully
attacked by 2 waves of 4 B25s and 5
Hudsons respectively between 0930 and
1000/24.

Kahili/Buin
Bougainville Island

Ballale

Anchorages in the Shortland Islands were the main
base and supply area for Japanese forces in the
campaigns in the Solomons.
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25 March - Sea
• Satsuki Maru, a cargo ship, was
shelled and sunk in the
Laotiehshan Channel by USS
Wahoo.
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25 March - Air
• Rabaul - Rabaul township was
bombed by 8 Liberators before
dawn 25/3. Reconnaissance
1130/25 saw smoke rising to 3,000
feet from the water front.
• Salamaua - Chinatown was
attacked at dawn 25/3 by 5
Bostons.
• Ambon - Shipping at Ambon and
the wharf area were attacked p.m.
25/3 by 6 Liberators. Preliminary
reports indicated that one medium
merchant vessel and one medium
or small merchant vessel were hit.

Ambon
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 0600 on 26 March, Task Group Mike assumed base
course 020º T. Ships were in scouting line on axis 35º
170º distance between units six miles. All ships were
making 15 knots and zigzagging according to plan in
light winds on a calm sea. Visibility was excellent.
• At 0730, exactly one hour before sunrise, the Coghlan,
northernmost in line in position 53º16' N., 168º32' E,
established SC radar contact with two ships, bearing
010º, range 14,500 yards. She immediately reported
via TBS to McMorris in the Richmond, the second ship
in line from the north.
• A few seconds after her radar contact, the Coghlan
picked up the vessels visually. Beyond these ships,
two or three others could be seen, hull down on the
horizon. None could be identified as to type.
• The Richmond had also established contact with her
SG radar. Three pips were on the screen, bearing 359º
T., distant 24,000 yards.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 0731, Admiral McMorris (photo) ordered all ships to go
to Boiler Condition One and concentrate on the Richmond.
• Lookouts on the flagship discerned the dim outlines of five
ships at 0732, but darkness prevented identification.
• By 0733 all the ships had gone to General Quarters.
• After 10 minutes of tracking by the Richmond's radar,
contact course was estimated to be 080º T., speed 13 knots.
During this period, the flagship had closed to 21,000 yards.
There were five pips on her screen at that time.
• McMorris ordered course changed to parallel that of the
unidentified ships.
• At 0745the Admiral urged the Monaghan, Dale, and Salt
Lake City to expedite concentration as much as possible.
These ships increased speed and adopted more sharply
converging courses.
• About 0750, shortly after our course change to 080º T., the
enemy force turned left and headed north. It was difficult
to get a clear conception of the enemy's composition, as
maneuvers within his group hampered our lookouts and
resulted in confusion on our radar screens.
• His change in course and the reshuffling of his forces made
it clear, however, that he had sighted our vessels.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• The alteration of course by the enemy
resulted in the range opening rapidly, until by
0800 our flagship and the nearest Japanese
ship were 27,000 yards apart. To counteract
this, Admiral McMorris ordered a base course
of 000º T.
• The Richmond's speed was held to 15 knots
to allow the lagging ships to close formation
astern.
• Observers on the Richmond had agreed on
one point only--that auxiliaries were present
in the Japanese group. Their reports on the
enemy's over-all composition, however, were
conflicting. None mentioned any warship
larger than a light cruiser.
• By 0805 the Bailey was in the van 3,000 yards
ahead of Richmond, the flagship, and 500
yards ahead of the Coghlan. One minute later, The Flagship USS Richmond (7,000 tons, 12 six inch
her lookouts sighted two vessels, either APs
guns, 33 knots) in 1923 during high speed trials.
or AKs, on course 355º T., distant 26,000
yards.
• Our ships astern were making steady progress
in closing formation.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• As our leading ships shortened the gap
between them and the enemy, the
Richmond's SG radar began to show
additional pips. Men on the flagship's signal
watch reported at 0811 that the opposing
force was composed of one single stack
destroyer and four merchantmen. One of the
supposed APs or AKs was large and the other
three were small.
• Five minutes later, after slowing to 15 knots,
the Bailey made visual contact with five ships.
Nine Japanese vessels were in sight from the
Richmond by 0820.
• Wishing to strike quickly, Admiral McMorris
acted to facilitate the concentration of his
group. The Dale and Monaghan were directed
to remain astern of the fast-closing Salt Lake
City, which was still several miles behind the
flagship. Dale slowed to 15 knots and circled
left to drop astern of the Salt Lake City. The
Monaghan was already steaming several
miles behind the heavy cruiser.

USS Salt Lake City (CA-25)(9,100 tons, 10 eight inch
guns, 33 knots) underway 23 August 1935.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 0820 lookouts on the Richmond identified
first one, then two, of the opposing ships as
heavy cruisers. Other still unidentified fighting
ships could be seen around the two cruisers.
• Directly ahead of Task Group Mike were the
enemy combatant ships on a southeasterly
course which was closing the range rapidly.
While the merchantmen were steaming
north-northwest, about 25,000-30,000 yards
distant from the Richmond.
• Two destroyers, which had previously been
screening the merchant vessels, doubled back
and joined the foe's combatant group, leaving
the merchant vessels unescorted.
IJN heavy cruiser Maya on a pre-war Japanese
• This move by the Japanese light units caused
postcard. 10,000 tons, 10 * 8 inch guns.
some confusion among our ships when they
reported the strength of the enemy.
• Admiral McMorris decided to make an
attempt to attack the enemy auxiliaries.
• To close the objectives, a change of course to
330º T. was signalled at 0833. However, the
fact that the Salt Lake City was still some
distance astern precluded an increase
Australia’s in
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speed.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• By 0839 Task Group Mike was squared away on its
new course, concentration virtually complete.
• Our ships were now disposed with the two cruisers in
column approximately 1,000 yards apart, the
Richmond leading. The van destroyers, the Bailey and
Coghlan, were on station off the port bow of the
flagship, while the two rear destroyers steamed off
the starboard quarter of the Salt Lake City.
• The enemy's composition and disposition were still
obscure. his combatant vessels were headed
southeastward, a course opposite to that of our
group in a loose formation at about 15 knots.
• The heavy cruisers were in the lead followed closely
by one light cruiser. The other light cruiser and the
destroyers brought up the rear and were on the
disengaged side of the heavy cruisers.
• It appeared that the Japanese light forces were trying
to concentrate on the heavy cruisers in order to take
up battle formation.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 0840 the Japanese heavy cruisers opened fire on the
Richmond at a range of approximately 20,000 yards. The
first salvo was on in deflection but 1,000 yards short.
• The second salvo straddled the Richmond.
• Richmond replied immediately with her forward and after
twins and the starboard singles, a total of seven 6-inch
guns. She chose the leading heavy cruiser as her target. It
was on bearing 045º R., distance 19,700 yards.
• The enemy laid several straddles across her in quick
succession. Some of the shells landed close aboard and
shook the ship considerably.
• Capt. Waldschmidt zigzagged his ship to throw off the
enemy's fire control, while damage control parties checked
on the ship's injuries but no damage was found.
• Shortly after making these straddles on the flagship, the
Japanese heavy cruisers shifted their fire to the Salt Lake
City, the initial salvos falling short by 1,000-1,500 yards.
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• At 0842 the forward turrets of Salt Lake City
took the leading Japanese heavy cruiser
under fire on an SG radar range of 21,000
yards. A few moments later, the after turrets
were also brought to bear.
• On the third or fourth salvo at least two 8inch shells struck the target. Fire broke out in
the vicinity of the enemy cruiser's bridge,
but the flames proved disappointingly shortlived.
• Retirement seemed expedient. The superior
firepower of the Japanese force and the
decreasing ranges made it merely a question
of time until our ships suffered serious
damage.
• At 0843, Commander Task Group ordered a
speed of 25 knots and a left turn of 40
degrees then 28 knots and course 250
Australia’s War in the Pacific - ©Jerry McBrien - Wk 4
degrees.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• The Salt Lake City had obtained eight
straddles on the leading Japanese heavy
cruiser from the first 18 salvos.
• By 0858 Task Group Mike was making 30
knots, on base course 240º T. Individual
ships were "chasing the splashes" so
effectively that none of them had taken a
hit as yet.
• The Salt Lake City was engaged
ceaselessly as our group moved westward
ahead of the enemy.
• One of the enemy heavy cruisers was
straddled repeatedly at 0907 by 5-gun
salvos from the Salt Lake City's after
turrets, her only 8-inch guns which would USS Salt Lake City (CA-25) underway, 23 August 1935.
bear.
• After the range was established, several
shells from Salt Lake City struck this target
amidships. Shortly thereafter, black
smoke began issuing from the enemy
cruiser.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• Skillful conning, plus luck, had saved the Salt
Lake City from damage thus far in the battle.
• At 0910, personnel on the bridge felt the
impact of hits both fore and aft. In a few
minutes repair parties reported that the ship
had been holed below the water line on the
port side at frame 102.
• The shell had penetrated inward, ruptured oil
tanks and bulkheads, nicked the port shaft,
and exploded about three feet abaft the
athwartship engine room bulkhead.
Fragments flew in every direction, piercing
nearby bulkheads.
• Shaft alleys Nos., 3 and 4 began flooding. Oil
from punctured fuel tanks abaft the after
bulkhead sprayed into the after engine room.
• Water leaking from pipes which had been
carried away added to the difficulty, and, with
the oil, formed a slimy coating on the deck.
• No damage was found forward, however.
Apparently the shock felt there had come
from a near miss.

USS Salt Lake City (CA-25) underway, 23 August 1935.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• Task Group Mike was engaged in a long-range
battle heading west ahead of the enemy.
Speed was still better than 30 knots.
• Both side’s heavy cruisers were firing when in
range.
• At 0943 Commander Task Group signalled an
alteration in course to 320º T. in an effort to
close an exposed enemy light cruiser on the
northern flank of the Japanese formation,
which was in a position to give range spots.
• The new heading unmasked the Salt Lake
City's forward guns, and at 0946 she opened
on the light cruiser with both forward and aft
8-inch turrets. Eight 10-gun broadsides were
fired at an approximate range of 18,000 yards.
• Some of these salvos straddled the target,
and at about 0950, our heavy cruiser reported
that she had hit one of the Japanese heavy
cruisers and that she was pulling away from
that ship.

USS Salt Lake City (CA-25) underway, 23 August 1935.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• Seizing the opportunity this opening of the range afforded, McMorris decided to try to turn the
enemy's right flank by heading northward and a base course of 340º T. was ordered at 0950.
• Salt Lake City, whose forward turrets had again gone into the blind, requested permission to make
a further change of course so that she might bring all her guns to bear on the light cruiser. After
the exchange of several messages, McMorris advised our heavy cruiser to make such maneuvers
as were necessary in order to use her firepower to the best advantage. Successive swings to the
right were made in the following few minutes until, by 0956, the base course became 020º T. Both
the flagship and the Salt Lake City were making 28 knots.
• A few moments after 1000, the light cruiser on which the Salt Lake City was firing veered sharply
right, away from our ship's shells, and went into a tight circle. However, our potentially favorable
position quickly deteriorated. The enemy heavy cruiser, which had been emitting clouds of
smoke, recovered speed despite her fires and, with the other heavy cruiser, began moving closer.
• By 1000 both Japanese heavy cruisers were repeatedly straddling the Salt Lake City. At 1002,
while the enemy was forging steadily nearer and his shellfire was moving closer, the Salt Lake City
suffered a steering casualty. Her own gun blasts had carried away the rudder stops, and the
rudder no longer responded to the wheel. The ship commenced heading sharply right, away from
the base course. Less than 20,000 yards separated her from the enemy heavy cruisers, when at
1003, rudder control was shifted to Steering Aft.
• McMorris changed course to 330º T. without delay to open the range.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• Salt Lake City had regained partial control of her steering gear. Use of the rudder was limited to 10
degrees to either side, however, lest it jam hard over. As she came slowly left to the new course,
our heavy cruiser was under the concentrated fire of both the enemy heavies. While in the turn,
she managed to fire one 10-gun broadside before the target bearing became such that only her
after guns could bear.
• This fact made the battle even more uneven, for the Japanese ships possessed superior speed
and were able to fire full salvos in conformance with their zigzag course. The Salt Lake City and
the destroyers grouped about her sustained many near hits. Capt. Rodgers conned his ship
cannily, alternately "chasing the salvos" and zigzagging. The ship took no hits at that time, even
though "shells could be seen falling like rain" around her.
• The battle continued generally to westward with the American destroyers laying smoke, trying to
screen Salt Lake City from the Japanese heavies.
• At 10.10 a shell penetrated Salt Lake City's main deck forward. The projectile struck at starboard
frame 7 at a high angle. It glanced off the starboard anchor windlass and was deflected forward
and downward, passing outward through the hull at frame 4. The hole was two or three feet
below the water line, and resulted in the flooding of several compartments. There was no fire.
• At 1059 an 8-inch shell exploded on the Salt Lake City's starboard catapult. The plane on the
catapult burst into flames. Fragments of the projectile were flung in every direction, penetrating
the well deck, and tearing jagged holes in the port catapult. Some particles embedded
themselves in the forward stack and superstructure. The shattered plane was jettisoned at 1101.
Damage control parties extinguished the fire in less than 10 minutes. One officer and one enlisted
man were killed, and four enlisted men were wounded.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• Admiral McMorris perceived that
the general northwesterly trend in
the direction of battle held a
growing threat to Task Group Mike.
The scene of action at that time
(latitude 53º42' N., longitude
167º40' E.) was approximately 125
miles closer to Paramushiru than to
Adak.
• It seemed reasonable to assume
that the Japanese had also radioed
for air support. If so, their bombers
would in all likelihood arrive before
ours. It was decided, therefore, to
break away by turning southward
and later, as circumstances
permitted, eastward.

Attu
McMorris 1107/26
Paramushiru
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 1103, another shell struck Salt Lake City on the port side aft. The projectile did
not rupture the hull, but glanced off and exploded alongside the ship. Plates at
frame 98 were dented to a depth of nine inches. The impact of the shell on the
hull lent impetus to the flooding which had resulted from the previous hit at
frame 102. Shortly after the second projectile struck, oil began spurting into the
after gyro room.
• At 1106 the antiaircraft switchboard compartment was abandoned. Attempts
were made to shore up the after bulkhead of the engine room, but these proved
awkward and inadequate because of the many pipe lines and manifolds in the
vicinity. Engine room pumps could not cope with the situation, so a submersible
pump was hurriedly brought from a repair station. The rapid rise of the oil and
water inundated the antiaircraft switchboard room, the after 5-inch handling
room, the after 5-inch ammunition stowage, and shaft alleys No. 3 and No. 4. The
ship took a four or five degree list to port.
• At the time, this trouble aft did not adversely affect the Salt Lake City's speed or
further impair her already limited maneuverability. By 1107 she was squared
away on course 210º T., making the required 30 knots.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 1125 the Salt Lake City's after engine room went out of operation. Water, and cold, glutinous
oil had flooded the compartment to a depth of five feet, just below the level of the main engines.
It was necessary to stop the after engines to remedy this condition. Speed dropped to 20 knots.
• Commander Task Group directed ComDesRon 14 to prepare to make a torpedo attack with the
destroyers to provide cover for the retirement of the zigzagging Salt Lake City which, at 1132, was
picking up additional speed on three engines.
• Meanwhile, the Salt Lake City had been building up speed on three engines. At 1138, when she
was making 26 knots, the destroyers' attack was no longer deemed necessary. Admiral McMorris
ordered ComDesRon 14 to "belay the attack.“
• Task Group Mike continued southward on base course 180º T., with the Japanese force now
headed generally southwestward. Firing was spasmodic.
• Soon after 1140 the Salt Lake City was running low on ammunition for her after turrets. Safety
measures were abandoned in the face of necessity. Hatches were broken open, and shells from
the forward ammunition stowage were trundled aft on dollies. Below deck, chains of men passed
powder bags from the forward magazines to the after guns. Turret III ran out of AP ammunition
before this powder-and-shell brigade could supply its guns, and some HC projectiles were fired.
The shells burst with "terrific" detonations near the enemy ships, but it was impossible to judge
the damage inflicted. The use of bombardment shells evidently led the enemy to think that an air
attack was underway, for his heavy cruisers immediately opened a furious antiaircraft barrage
into the overcast.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• No sooner had the ammunition crisis been
met, however, than a worse one developed.
Sea water had been seeping into the fuel
tanks aft as a result of hits taken there. This
water contaminated the oil flowing to the
burners, and the fires under the boilers went
out, one by one. The Salt Lake City
commenced dropping back, and the
destroyers slowed to stay with her.
• It was at approximately 1147, when the group
had swung left to 170º T., that our heavy
cruiser's engines stopped. About this time she
sent Admiral a message: "Have just received
two hits broadside below the water line." Our
ships made another ten degree left turn to
160º T. at 1149, when the Salt Lake City's
momentum was carrying her along at about
13 knots. Many near hits struck the water
close by our heavy cruiser and the screening
destroyers, but there were no direct hits. At
1153 the speed of the Salt Lake City was eight
knots. At 1155 it was zero.

Salt Lake City, damaged by Japanese cruiser gunfire,
starts losing speed prior to going dead in the water
during the battle under a smoke screen laid by
accompanying destroyers.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• About 19,000 yards off the port quarter of the Salt
Lake City were the two Japanese heavy cruisers. A
light cruiser was approximately the same distance off
her starboard quarter. These ships seemed to be
closing. Because of the well-laid smoke screen, the
enemy was unaware that our heavy cruiser had lost
headway. However, this fact would soon become
obvious. The Salt Lake City turned just before
stopping, so that all her guns could bear for a last
defense. She fired several full salvos while in this
position, and at sometime during this period, "the
enemy shot an 8-inch shell through the zero flag" of
the signal "My speed zero.“
• At 1155 Capt. Rodgers reported his ship's condition to
Admiral McMorris. Commander Task Group promptly
directed ComDesRon 14 to execute a covering
torpedo attack on the Japanese force. Capt. Riggs
immediately ordered Bailey, Coghlan, and Monaghan
to carry out the assault. The Dale was left to screen
the Salt Lake City.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• The three destroyers came right until they were on a
torpedo firing course of 300º T. As they swung to this
heading, the Japanese ships checked fire on the Salt
Lake City and turned their guns on the smaller vessels.
• The destroyers answered with rapid fire from their
forward guns and made smoke.
• Observers saw our destroyers score several hits on
each heavy cruiser. A light cruiser also took at least
one shell.
• Major and minor caliber shells straddled our ships
continuously. None struck home, however, until 1203,
when the Bailey took several hits in quick succession.
one 8-inch shell penetrated inboard and exploded in
the galley passageway. The concussion blew out
bulkheads and tore doors off their hinges. One officer
and three enlisted men were killed instantly, and four
enlisted men were seriously wounded, one of them
later dying.
• Another 8-inch shell hit at this time but did not
explode. It caromed off the after deck at about frame
172, digging a 6-inch gash in the deck before glancing
off No. 4 mount and continuing on its way.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• Salt Lake City had got underway.
Her forward engines began
turning over slowly at 1158,
after she had lain dead in the
water for three minutes. Once
the ship's inertia was overcome,
however, speed was built up
quickly. By 1200 she was making
15 knots. At 1202, when it
became clear that a reserve of
ammunition for a last defense
was unnecessary, her after guns
again opened on the enemy.

Salt Lake City, damaged by Japanese cruiser gunfire,
starts losing speed prior to going dead in the water
during the battle under a smoke screen laid by
accompanying destroyers.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• The Bailey also suffered damage from
numerous near hits. On the starboard
side, the skin of the ship was twisted
and buckled at the waterline between
frames 63 and 70.
• At 1204, five torpedoes were fired.
The target was the second heavy
cruiser in line, range about 9,500
yards. All the torpedoes seemed to run
hot, straight, and normal. A few
minutes later, several observers on
board the Bailey reported seeing "a
large black column of what appeared
to be oil and debris" rise abreast the
mainmast of the target.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• A few seconds after the torpedoes were
fired The Bailey was hit by two 8-inch
shell fragments at the same moment.
One made a six-by-three-inch hole in the
starboard side at frame 72 and entered
the forward fireroom. This hole was
plugged and shored. The other shell
splinter ripped a jagged hole, six inches
by twenty inches, in the hull at frame 101
starboard, entering the forward engine
room. Repair parties were hampered in
their efforts to close this hole, because it
was in an almost inaccessible spot just
outboard of the fuel oil purifier pump.
Water began to pour in.
• Immediately after launching the
torpedoes, Lt. Comdr. Atkeson swung the
Bailey hard left for retirement. Her gyro,
radar, and sound gear were out of
operation.

USS Bailey (DD-492) underway on 12 December
1942, photographed from a plane from the escort
carrier USS Chenango (CVE-28)
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26 March 43 - Sea
• As the Bailey came about, the Coghlan and
Monaghan also turned sharply left. Neither ship
launched torpedoes because the range was
extreme and the Japanese cruisers were heading
northwestward, away from the direction of the
attack.
• As the Coghlan heeled over in her turn, several
explosions close aboard "sprayed shrapnel on
topside." Flying pieces of steel holed the stack in
several places, pierced the bridge, put both the
SC and FD radars out of action.
• The Salt Lake City ceased fire at 1204. The Dale,
which had been laying smoke and shooting at the
enemy at the same time, ceased fire at 1205.
• Meanwhile the Richmond had drawn ahead
some distance to the south. About 1200, she
turned left and steamed back to cover the Salt
Lake City and the retiring destroyers. She began
making smoke at 1207, but desisted at 1211
when the enemy force was seen definitely to be
on a westward course.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• The Salt Lake City and the Bailey
were both experiencing the effects
of the hits they had taken and both
limited the speed of the
withdrawal but they were both
kept afloat and steaming.
• At 1240, in response to a request
from the task group commander,
ComDesRon 14 reported that the
enemy was about 42,000 yards
from the Bailey, bearing 275º T.
And at 12.44 that the Japanese
force had disappeared over the
horizon to the west.
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26 March 43 - Sea
• At 1604 three B-25 bombers and eight P-38 fighters, were sighted in
latitude 53º N., longitude 186º40' E. These aircraft, which had left
Amchitka at 1330, had been delayed because it had been necessary to
install an extra fuel tank in each of them. While they were en route to the
battle area, PBYs made contact with the two enemy merchant vessels some
distance to the northwest of our force. These patrol planes carried no
bombs, but they maintained contact until 1630, transmitting directions for
the Army bombers. Lack of fuel made it impossible for the Army aircraft to
act on the information, and they returned to their base.
• The Richmond, Bailey, and Dale, accompanied by the destroyers Dewey
and Caldwell (Lt. Comdr. Horatio A. Lincoln) which joined early on the 27th,
put in at Kuluk Bay, Adak, about 0200 on the 28th.
• Salt Lake City, Coghlan and Monaghan retired to Dutch Harbor, where they
arrived on the 29th.
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26 March - Air
• Nauru Island - Buildings and the aerodrome on
Nauru Is. were attacked early a.m. 26/3 by 6
Catalinas followed at 0550-0610/26 by 5
Liberators. Fires were started in the buildings in the
officers’ quarters area, and it is believed some
aircraft were hit on the aerodrome.
• Wewak - Shipping and the town area were
attacked during the early hours of 26/3 by 9
Fortresses and one of the ships was probably badly
damaged.
• Lae - Jacobsen's Plantation area was attacked 26/3
just before dawn by 5 Bostons.
• Salamaua - Kela village was attacked before dawn
26/3 by 11 Beauforts carrying bombs.
• Mubo - Kitchen Creek area was bombed and
strafed shortly after noon 26/3 by 3 Bostons.
• Merauke - 7 enemy medium bombers dropped
about 40 bombs and strafed building and camp
area at Merauke at 1207/26. Some damage was
suffered.
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• A few questions came up over the last couple of weeks that I thought
it might be worth going back over
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March 1942 – Christmas Island
• Christmas Island was a British possession
under administrative control of the Straits
Settlement.
• It was an important source of phosphates,
which were needed by Japanese industry.
Since 1900, the island had been mined for its
phosphate, and there was a labour force of
1,000 Chinese and Malays working under the
supervision of a small group of British
overseers.
• The island was defended by a 6 in (150 mm)
gun that had been built in 1900 and had been
mounted on Christmas Island in 1940. The
British garrison—a detachment of the Hong
Kong and Singapore Royal Artillery—
numbered 32 troops. They were led by a
British officer, Captain L. W. T. Williams.
Williams' force consisted of an Indian officer,
Subadar Muzaffar Khan, 27 Punjabi Indian
gunners and non-commissioned officers and
four British enlisted men.
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11 March 1942 – Christmas Island
• A group of Punjabi troops,
apparently believing Japanese
propaganda concerning the
liberation of India from British rule,
and probably acting with the tacit
support of some or all of the local
Sikh police officers, mutinied.
• On 11 March, they shot and killed
Williams and the four British
enlisted men – Sergeants Giles and
Cross and Gunners Thurgood and
Tate – and tossed their bodies into
the sea.
• They then locked up the district
officer and the few other European
inhabitants of the island pending
an execution.
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31 March 1942 – Christmas Island
• At dawn on 31 March 1942, a
dozen Japanese bombers launched
the attack, destroying the radio
station.
• The mutineers signalled their
intention to surrender, raising a
white flag before the 850-man
landing force had come ashore.
• The Japanese expeditionary corps
was able to disembark at Flying
Fish Cove without opposition.
• The execution of the other
European inhabitants was
apparently was thwarted by the
Japanese occupation.

Japanese troops capture the 6-inch gun position
Christmas Island.
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31 March 1942 – Christmas Island
• At 09:49 the same morning, the US
submarine Seawolf fired four torpedoes
at the Japanese cruiser Naka, one of the
ships of the invasion force, all missed.
• Seawolf attacked again at 06:50 the
following morning, firing three torpedoes
at the cruiser Natori, missing again.
• That evening, with her final two
torpedoes, from 1,100 yd (1,000 m),
Seawolf managed to hit Naka on her
starboard side.
• Following the hit, the other Japanese
vessels depth charged the US submarine
for over nine hours but it escaped.
• Naka had to be towed back to Singapore
by Natori, and eventually was forced to
return to Japan for a year of repairs.

Port side view of the Seawolf (SS-197) underway off
the Mare Island Navy Yard, California, 7 March 1943.
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31 March 1942 – Christmas Island
• Production was only very limited
after the occupation and after
the 17 November 1942 sinking
of the Nissei Maru by the
submarine USS Searaven while
unloading at the wharf,
phosphate production was
halted altogether.
• Over 60 percent of the island's
population, including the
European prisoners, were
relocated to Java by December
1943.
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31 March 1942 – Christmas Island
• After the war, seven Punjabi mutineers were
traced and court-martialled in Singapore. The first
six to be tried were convicted on 13 March 1947.
Five were sentenced to death.
• King George VI confirmed the death sentences on
13 August 1947.
• British rule in India ended at midnight 14/15
August 1947, with India gaining independence and
Pakistan being created before the executions could
be carried out, and thus diplomatic issues had to
be taken into account.
• In October 1947, a seventh mutineer was
identified. He was also court-martialled and
sentenced to death.
• An eighth soldier was identified as a participant in
the mutiny but was never caught.
• On 8 December 1947, the death sentences were
commuted to penal servitude for life after the
governments of India and Pakistan made
representations.
• After further arguments between the UK and
Pakistan over where the sentences should be
served, with the British demanding they serve nine
years, the six prisoners were transferred to
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July 42 - MacArthur
• Tenants of the AMP Building were
compulsorily evacuated under military
orders from 21 July 1942 until 14 June
1945.
• The AMP Society reserved the basement
and part of the ground floor, while the
Commander-in-Chief of Allied Forces in
South West Pacific Area, General Douglas
MacArthur occupied the board room and
his staff occupied the remainder of the
building.
• In November 1942 Macarthur moved an
advanced base to Port Moresby where he
occupied the former Government house
when he visited.
• Macarthur retained the AMP building
headquarters until November 1944 when
he returned to the Philippines.

A photograph of General Douglas MacArthur's Office
on the 8th floor of the AMP building in 1942.
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31 January – Bismark Sea
• The training program during the
southern summer of 1942-43 was
focused on low-level antishipping
strikes.
• The 90th Squadron experimented
with its newly received B-25C1.
• This was the plane that the
“gadgeteers” of the service command,
with Kenney’s encouragement and the
advice of the legendary Pappy Gunn
and Jack Fox, representative in
Australia of the North American
Aviation company, had modified for
strafing.
In addition to these eight fixed forward• They had taken off the lower turret
firing guns, the upper turret’s two .50and the tail gun of the standard model cal. machine guns could also be fired
and had added four forward-firing
forward.
guns in the nose and four more in
blisters attached on either side of the
fuselage.
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31 January – Bismark Sea
• The B25C1 was somewhat slower
and less maneuverable than the A20, but in attacks at 150 feet
maneuverability counted for little
and the longer range, heavier bomb
load, and greater firepower of the
modified B-25 promised real
dividends.
• The crew of three included a copilot instead of the bombardier, a
reference point on the nose of the
plane serving as a bombsight.
• The bombs were armed with
modified delayed-action fuzes.
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31 January – Bismark Sea
• Crews of the 90th
Squadron and
others practiced
for weeks on an
old wreck lying off
Port Moresby.
• Experiments with
skip bombing
were soon
abandoned for
Two planes sustained damage from flying debris
direct attack on
and another was lost by collision with the
the target.
wrecked vessel’s mast.
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1 March – Bismark Sea
• The air force have been training and re-equipping to strengthen their
anti shipping strike capability.
• The Allied Air Forces as a whole had available for combat on 1st
March, 154 fighters, 34 light bombers, 41 medium bombers and 39
heavy bombers. These totals excluded all aircraft assigned for escort
and reconnaissance. Alerted for action, Whitehead had under his
immediate command, 95 fighters, 49 medium and light bombers, and
37 heavy bombers.
• The weather was generally stormy between 27 February and 1 March
but on the 1st two B-24’s patrolling the sea lanes off New Britain in
the morning reported a break in the weather and a third B-24 was
dispatched on patrol at 11.30.
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1 March – Bismark Sea
• At 1600/1 this B24 sighted 6 destroyers, 2
medium cargo vessels and 6 small
unidentified vessels (1500-2500 tons)
escorted by three Zeros on a westerly
course some forty miles northwest of
Ubili.
• six RAAF Bostons on the afternoon of 1
March attacked the enemy’s airfield at
Lae to interdict air support for the convoy.
• At 2030/1 the same convoy was reported
in a position approximately 25 miles SW
of the previous position by another B-24
sent out to shadow the convoy. It then
found the weather closing in, and contact
was lost.
• eight B-17s on a late afternoon mission
failed to locate the target.
• By now the Fifth Air Force ADVON at Port
Moresby had been fully alerted.
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2 March – Bismark Sea
• At dawn on 2 March, six RAAF
Bostons attacked Lae, bombing
the runway and dispersal areas,
to interdict its ability to provide
air support to the convoy.
• At 0825/2 presumably the same
convoy totalling 14 vessels
including 3 cruisers and 4
destroyers was sighted 25 miles
NNE of Cape Gloucester, course
300°.

1600/1
2030/1
0825/2
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2 March – Bismark Sea
• Eight B- 17’s promptly took off for
attack, to be followed shortly by
twenty more.
• The P-38 fighter cover failed to
make its rendezvous with the first
flight, but the heavies dropped
1,000 pound demolition bombs
from an altitude of 6,500 feet with
apparently good effect.
• Two merchant vessels were
claimed sunk, one being described
as breaking in half and sinking in
two minutes.
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2 March – Bismark Sea
• The second flight, again without its
fighter protection, was over the
convoy (variously described by the
bomber crews as containing
fourteen or fifteen vessels) within
the hour.
• Though claiming only two hits and
four near misses, the returning
crews reported, no doubt with
some duplication, a 6,000-ton
transport “burning and exploding,”
a 5,000-ton ship “burning,” a large
cargo vessel “smoking and burning
amidships,” a 6,000- to 7,000-ton
vessel “seen to explode,” and a
somewhat larger one “in a sinking
condition.”
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2 March – Bismark Sea
• A B-17 clung to the contact until
nightfall, reporting that two
unidentified vessels had joined
the convoy between 1530 and
1630 and later, at 1730, that
“two possible CL’s left convoy.”
• As night drew on, eleven B-17’s
made the final attack of the day
at the entrance to Vitiaz Strait.
Enemy fighters, though not very
persistent, were numerous and
one was shot down.
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2 March – Bismark Sea
• A total of forty-three bombs
were dropped with claims
registered for two hits. One
vessel “was left sinking.”
There had been, according
to report, sixteen vessels at
the beginning of the attack.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• An RAAF PBY kept contact through the night and
made its presence known by dropping an
occasional disturbing bomb, turning over the job
to a B-17 at 0545 on the following morning.
• 3 Bostons of No. 22 Squadron RAAF attacked the
Japanese airfield at Lae, to interdict the convoy's
air cover and at about noon 14 Kittyhawks
covered by 9 Lightnings dive-bombed the
waterfront and aerodrome. At least 9 Zeros
were encountered by the Kittyhawks and 4 were
claimed destroyed and 3 probable.

1600/2
pm 2/3

am 2/3

0900/3

• Around 9 a.m. on the 3rd the convoy—by now
numbering 15 ships—was about 30 miles southeast of Cape Cretin, and course was altered due
west into Huon Gulf, with Lae only 90 miles
distant. High overhead circled an air cover of
some 40 Zero fighters.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• The convoy had now come within
range of all the allied aircraft.
• Torpedo-carrying Beauforts of 100
squadron RAAF from Milne Bay
made the first attack on the
morning. Because of bad weather
only two found the convoy, and
neither scored any hits, but then
the weather cleared.
• By 0930 the planes for a
coordinated effort had assembled
over Cape Ward Hunt.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Thirteen Beaufighters, each armed with four cannons and six machine guns, “went into
the target with flights in line astern.” Flying at 500 feet when they came within the reach
of antiaircraft fire, they “then lost height rapidly and using rated power attacked in line
abreast at a speed of 220 knots. On board one of the Beaufighters was cameraman
Damien Parer, who shot dramatic footage of the battle.
• Thirteen B- 17’s attacked just as the Beaufighters began their sweep. The B-17s bombed
from medium altitude of 7,000 feet, causing the ships to maneuver, which dispersed the
convoy formation and reduced their concentrated anti-aircraft firepower.

• The B-17s attracted Zeros, which were in turn attacked by the P-38 Lightning escorts. A
B-17 broke up in the air, and its crew took to their parachutes. Japanese fighter pilots
machine-gunned some of the B-17 crew members as they descended and attacked
others in the water after they landed.
• Five of the Japanese fighters strafing the B-17 aircrew were promptly engaged and shot
down by three Lightnings, which were also lost. The Allied fighter pilots claimed 15 Zeros
destroyed, while the B-17 crews claimed five more.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Thirteen B-25’s
followed the
Beaufighters in for a
standard bombing
attack from medium
altitude.

Wounded Destroyer
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Beaufighters of No.
30 Squadron strafe a
transport which has
already been
bombed.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Then came twelve of
the 90ths B -25C1s.
Coming down to 500
feet above the now
widely dispersed and
rapidly maneuvering
vessels, the new
strafers broke
formation as each
pilot sought his own
targets.
Low Level Attack on Freighter
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• The forward-firing
.50’s beat down
opposing AA, and
500-pound bombs
struck ship after ship.

B25s Attack a Japanese Corvette – First Pass
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Out of the thirtyseven bombs
dropped, seventeen
were claimed as
direct hits.

Bullseye
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• The returning pilots of the 90th Squadron reported one
transport “badly damaged,” one left “burning violently,” and
another “sinking,” that a cargo vessel “burst into flames and
sank,” that another “stopped and began to settle,” that a third
“appeared sinking,” and that a fourth had been left smoking
and a fifth burning. One destroyer had been left smoking,
while another “rolled on its side and sank.”
• The B-17’s claimed five direct hits, the sinking of one vessel,
and the probable sinking of another. Twelve US. A20s joined
the attack and claimed eleven direct hits, and six more B-25s
coming in toward the end reported four additional hits.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• The cost had been four Allied aircraft shot down, three P-38’s out of
the twenty-eight providing cover and one B17. Enemy interception,
which had been fierce, tended to concentrate on the B-17’s.
• Other planes were damaged. Two Zeros dived on a Beaufighter,
setting its port engine on fire and wounding both the pilot and
observer—Sergeants Downing and Box —who, in the same aircraft,
had been caught in the explosion at Leahy's Farm in the battle for
Wau. Downing, with a shell splinter in his left shoulder and an engine
on fire, was forced to withdraw. Though able to use only one arm he
reached Popondetta and landed safely.
• The allied bombers claimed five enemy planes and returning P-38
pilots turned in claims of fifteen.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Shortly after noon the planes were roaring off the Moresby
fields again and heading for Lae. The afternoon strikes did
not go entirely according to plan. The weather had turned
bad over the ranges: none of the Beaufighters managed to
cross the mountains, twelve A-20’s “could not climb above or
find [a] hole in the weather,” and of the twenty-nine B-25’s
that set out, six failed to find the target.
• B- 17’s, attacked at 15.12, one of the planes claiming two
direct hits on a large destroyer which “stopped and burned.”
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Then eight B25C1s of the 90th Squadron
struck in a low-level sweep.
• Within five minutes they had left a
destroyer “definitely sinking” after four
direct hits, another “probably sinking”
after an equal number of hits, and two
merchant vessels badly damaged.”
• In the next ten minutes, fifteen
additional B-25s, some attacking from
200 feet but most of them from medium
altitude, had completed their runs with
claims of at least ten direct hits.
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3 March – Bismark Sea
• Almost simultaneously with
this attack, five RAAF Bostons
concentrated on a destroyer,
while B17’s bombed from
medium height through both
the B-25’s and the Bostons.
• The Bostons claimed at least
two direct hits and numerous
near misses, and they were
credited with still another
sinking.
• During the remaining daylight
hours, planes sent on
reconnaissance swept over the
scene of action, strafing
survivors and seeking
assurance that none of the
burning hulks were in
condition to get away.

A20 at Mast Height
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3 / 4 March – Bismark Sea
• That night, a force of ten U.S. Navy PT boats, from their base at Tufi, –
under the command of Lt Cmdr Atkins – set out to attack the convoy. Two
boats struck submerged debris and were forced to return.
• The other eight arrived off Lae in the early hours of 4 March. Atkins spotted
a fire that turned out to be the transport Oigawa Maru. PT-143 and PT150 torpedoed it, sinking the crippled vessel.
• During 4th March, Fifth Air Force bombers sank the only ships remaining
there afloat, two crippled destroyers.
• And that ended it, except that Beaufighters, A20s, and B-25’s continued for
several days to search the general area and to strafe surviving enemy
personnel.
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• On the night of 5 March 1943, Task
Force 68, consisting of three light
cruisers (USS Montpelier, Cleveland,
and Denver) and three destroyers
(USS Conway, Cony, and Waller)
commanded by Rear Admiral Aaron
Merrill was en route to commence
bombarding Japanese positions at
Vila.
• Two
submarines, Grayback and Grampus,
had been assigned to support Merrill's
force, and were stationed along likely
Japanese withdrawal routes out of the
Kula Gulf.
• Merrill's attack on Vila was timed to
coincide with another attack on
Munda by four destroyers under
Captain Robert Briscoe.

CruDiv 12 in Havannah harbor, Éfate (New
Hebrides) in 1943. Cleveland (CL-55), Columbia
(CL-56), Montpelier (CL-57), flag, and Denver
(CL-58).
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• The U.S. force was proceeding in a
southwesterly direction about 2
miles (3.2 km) off the New Georgia
coast, cruising at about 20 knots
(37 km/h; 23 mph).
• They encountered two Japanese
destroyers sailing in the opposite
direction along the east coast of
Kolombangara, northeast from
Sasamboki Island.
• First contact was established by the
U.S. radar operators around 00:57
on 6 March and firing commenced
at 01:01. The U.S. cruisers engaged
to starboard with their 6-inch guns
at a range of around 11,000 yards.
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• The entire opening salvo straddled the leading
destroyer, which was hit by the sixth salvo of
American gunfire.
• The U.S. cruisers then rapidly shifted target, doing
so before the second destroyer could release any
torpedoes.
• After a few minutes the second Japanese
destroyer was also hit and began sinking in short
order. Firing ceased at 01:14.
• A salvo of five torpedoes had been fired by the
destroyer Waller. At around 01:15, one of these
torpedoes hit one of the targets, which exploded,
caught fire and sank.
• The explosion was reportedly heard by Briscoe's
force about 25 miles (40 km) away around Munda.
Radarscope image from Denver at around 01:00,
just before opening fire. The large spot just off the
Kolombangara shore is the Japanese
destroyers Minegumo and Murasame.
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• After the engagement, the U.S. vessels
completed a turn to starboard when
they were roughly due east of the
Blackett Strait and north of Tunguirili
Point. At 01:24, they commenced a
northerly bombardment run off the
Kolombangara coast, having been
delayed by only 16 minutes.
• Under the direction of a
reconnaissance aircraft flying
overhead, the U.S. gunners targeted
"supply dumps, runways, bivouacs
and dispersed aircraft“.
• Several Japanese shore batteries
responded, firing on the bombarding
ships, but were knocked out quickly
with counter battery fire.
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• After completing their task at
01:40, Merrill's force withdrew
through the New Georgia
Sound.
• Captain Briscoe’s destroyers
also completed a successful
bombardment of the Munda
airfield.
• One of the submarines
assigned to support the
operation, Grampus, went
missing and was not seen or
heard from again.
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• Radar controlled gunnery was in its
infancy as a technique and there had
been a tendency for the initial barrage
to fall on the same, usually nearest,
target. In earlier naval battles in the
Pacific, this tactical deficiency had
allowed the Japanese to successfully
engage attacking U.S. ships with
torpedoes and had resulted in severe
losses for U.S. forces.
• The 6"/47 caliber Mark 16 gun was
used in the main batteries of the
Cleveland class cruisers mounted in
four triple turrets for use against
surface targets. They fired a 130
pound armor piercing shell out to an
effective range of 20,000 yards at a
rate of 8 to 10 rounds per minute.

Empty shell cases litter the deck near the forward
6"/47 gun turrets of USS Brooklyn (CL-40), after
she had bombarded Licata, Sicily, during the
early hours of the invasion, 10 July 1943. NB
Cleveland class only had two forward turrets.
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6 March – Blackett Strait
• Admiral Merrill had received
reports of two cruisers or
large destroyers of
"TERUTSUKI" class reported
to have left Faisi at 1910/5
and sighted west of Vella
Lavella course 110° at about
2100/5.
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The Damien Parer Video of the Battle of the
Bismark Sea is at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cgone_pq1tc
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• Thanks for your attention.
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